TODAY’S SCRIPTURE FOCUS: PSALM 133:1-3

“BY-PRODUCTS OF COMMUNITY”

DEFINITION: “ECHAD” & “EIS”
Difference between
Numerical Oneness (‘bad’)
Unified Oneness (‘together’)

“ECHAD” & “EIS”

SERMONIC POINTS:
#1: COMMUNITY
God calls us into a ‘united’ front as believers...

#2: CONSECRATION

#3: COMMANDS
“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity!”  
*Psalms 133:1*

**SERMONIC PNT.#2:**

**CONSECRATION**

*GOD calls us to yield to the consecrated power of THE HOLY SPIRIT...*

“It is like the precious oil upon the head, running down on the beard...”  
*Psalms 133:2a*

“...the beard on Aaron, running down on the edge of his garments.”  
*Psalms 133:2b*

**SERMONIC PNT.#3:**

**COMMANDS**

*GOD calls us to yield to HIS Holy & Divine WORD...;*

“It is like the dew of Hermon, descending upon the mountains of Zion;”  
*Psalms 133:3a*
“For there THE LORD commanded the blessing – life evermore.”

Psalms 133:3b